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INTRODUCTION

:11

This paper first examines briefly the separation of planning activities,,but not responsibilities,
from administration and second, and at greater length, the interrelationships between planning,
and policy-making within the educational enterprise. Integral to this examination is the concept
of needs because it is their expression by the people who expetien,ce them, or their definition by. .

those whose function it is to study them, that direbt much of the work of policy-maker, adminis-
trator and planner. There is a value judgment implicit in'that statement and it would be as well
to make explicit at the outset other assumptions whijch will underlie the analysis.

Planning takes place in a social, political and organizatiOnal context which has a history.
That history cannot be left aside by planner, administrator or policy-maker without risk to the
success of their work, no matter how much they would perhaps like to do so in order to design
the system anew. The current stage of development of the organization and the existing state
of its social and political context provide the locus and the limitations for theirXork. Modifipa-
tions and improvements, no matter how well planned, must be rooted in these contexts or remain
largely unfulfilled. The failure of plans, in which much effort and finance may have been invested,
can tempt the policy-maker into greater and greater intervention in the lives of the people whom
the plans were intended to serve in the first place.

Whilst it is true that, in some fields, health for instance, planned improvements must
often be given preference over people, it is more difficult to make such a case for educational
plans, basic though education may be to social and economic progress. Fortunately for the educa-
tional planner, the benefits accruing from education to the individual are sufficiently clearly recog-
nized in developed and developing countries alike, for the problem seldom to present itself in this
form, but it is as well that the planner and his politico-administrative masters, should keep the
possibility that it may do so to the forefront of their consciousness. .

Planning as the responsibility of the administrator
Planning has long been recognized as one of the responsibilities-of the administrator, As he has
seen his task, it has had as its main components both looking back to see what was done in circum-
stances similar to those he is now facing and, also, looking forward to see what might be the
consequences in the future of action he is proposing to take now. His concern, in other words,
has been to look ahead for problem and difficulties that might arise and to try, by making
decisions now, to prevent them from arising. The time dimension is important in considering his
work - he looks to the future but can act only in the present, using the past qs a guide. His time

5
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l'articipatory planning in education

range, traditionally, was limited; he was concerned more with the shorter term future, aryl it
was in the recent past that he more often sought. clues for the decisions he had to make now. His
was, basically, a practical not a theoretical, orientation. What the administrator did was to
monitor the operations of the organization so that it continued,to do the job for whi h it had been
set up. As diffictilties arose, the administrator'dealt with them in ways his expe ience suggested
as being most likelyva ensure that they would not recur. If an organizatio al ocess looked as
if it might run into difficulties, the administrator took preventive action, propriate in the

' circumstances in Os view, to the situation. He learnt that no decision stood alone but was part
-

of an ongoing stream of decisions, and further, that each one had repercussions on other pro-
cesses within the organization.

Planning, in the sense of exercising foresightu.was essential if the enterprise were to
continue to be able to accomplish its task: Every act of the administrator could be seen as a
planning act for it always had in it this element of foresight. -It was with .an eye to the future
that the administrator decided on the disposition of resources, and on their control and co-
ordination. No plan eight exist on paper, but he had to report on progress, presumably progress
towards some goal that he, at least, had in mind and it was for the accomplishment of this goal
that he recruited staff and had them trained. His function was to administer the organization in
accordance with a plan whether it was formalized in writing or not, because if there were no
plan, there was no focus for his activity. When it is said that the administrator makes decisions
about the decision- making process, what is implied is that he maces decisions in relation to a
plan of action. Plannirit, seen in this light, is not just one function of the administrator, but is
the.function which gives rise to all the others. It is the function to which all his other functions ,

are subservient.

More recently, as organizations have become larger and more complex in order to be
able to serve an increasingly turbulent environment, the planning function has more and more
had to become an activity for specially trained and skilled experts, but the responsibility for
planning has remained the administrator's. He sees that it is carried out and that its products

-0are relayed in the form of advice to the policy-makers. Their decisions the administrator then
implements and monitors, again with the aid of experts with the appropriate skills. The adminis-
trator has not, however, in the process, become a mere channel through which plans pass to
the policy-makers and policies return to planners for detailed programnies of action to be worked
out, implemented and evaluated. Because he remains responsible, for planning, and accountable
for keeping the organization directed towards its task, his advice to the policy-makers includes
not only the fruits of the planner's work but his own assessment of these fruits in the light of his
knowledge of the 'style' of the organization and of its competence, at the time, to carry them out.
This organizational expertise, which is the administrator's peculiar contribution at this stage, is
also a fundamentally important ingredient of the programmes eventually devised for executing the
policy decisions.

6
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Planning as the responsibility of the adMinistrator

Policy-making, administration and planning are not co-terminous but are closely inter-
dependent activities, so close indeed that, in practice, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish the
one from the other. Figure 1 illustrates these interrelationships.

r
Figure 1. Interrelationships between plawal, administration,

.and policy-m4king

Policy-making

Administration

Planning

Planning is shown as a sub-activity of administration, and administration of policy-making.
Policies are partly determined by the interaction of planner and administrator,.but their organi-
zational activities are wholly deterniined by policies. Difficult though it mhy be sometimes, in
py.vctice, to sepai-ati the processes one from another, they are conceptually distinct and recog-
nition of these distinctions is vital for an understanding of the subtleties of organization. Policy-
making is the process by which the resources of the organization and the needs of its clientele are
articulated through the expression of broad aims and the laying down of guidelines as to the means
by which ese aps are to be met. Only when policy has been enunciated canthe resources, of
the organization be legitimately committed. Administration attends to the committal of resources,

iv 4.that is, to their mobilization and control for the attainment of goals by more clearly defined
procedures. In this last task, administration is strengthened and its effectiveness enhanced, by
its having recourse to planning skills. These skills of the planner are partly deployed in drawing
up detailed programmes for action related now to more immediate and measurable objectives.
The flaw of authorization is one way, from policy to planning, but the flow of influence operates

in the reverse direction as well. Tfiworkmg out pfogfa-rnmes and-in evaluating current policies,
the planner becomes aware of their deficiencies and defects, which he draws to the attention of
the administrator who, in turn, reports them to the policy-makers with appropriate recommenda-

.,tidns for changes in policies or for the doption of new ones.
These three activities, planning, administration and policy-making, do not exhaust theti

range of activities of an organization. There are activities aimed at catering directly to the
needs of the clientele, the activities, indeed, by which the organisation is known. is these

" activities, and the resources they require, which policy authorizes the administrator, with the
aid of the planner, to direct, supervise and evaluate in order to meet effectively, and in some
order of priority, the requirements of the clientele. Policy is most importantly an authorizing
statement. Until it has been issued, organizational resources cannot be expended. It is the
responsibility of the policy-makers to keep themselves apprised of these requirements and to
decide the order in which they shall be met, and how they will be met. The 'sensory apparatus'

6 d
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Participatory planning in education.

4

" of the policy-makers has always inclilded the administrators. Now it include4 also the planners.
More recently, the inclination has strengthened to inclitde the operatives al well. The environ-

%.1.
ments which organizations have to work, and their internal operations too, are so complicated

,thatcontributions from ptl%onLiel on all levels have to bq sought. Thus the data necessary.for
determining policy may emerge from any level of the organization, but a change in directions or
in the application.of resources, may not be legitimately started till.that.determination has been
made by the topmost level of it. In practice, on thebasis of the trust which tends to develop__
between administration and,policY-makers due to their-deperidena on each other, departures
from exiSting policy may be set in train by. decision of the administrator but.such departures are
always reported later, to the policy - makers for confirmation.

%Actions of this kind by the administrators tend to blur the distinctions.between their
'function and the policy-makers' and to lead to the mistaken claim that administrators make
policy. They do not, even though at times they may seem to do so. aPolicy is determined only
by the policy-makers who represent the owners of the enterprise, whether these owners be the
public or shareholders. Another practice which serves to blur the distinction.between policy-...
making and administration is the 'tendency for policy- makers first to approve the adoption of some
policy matter in principle only. The action authorized by such a decision is administrative/
planning action. The remainder of the organization continues to function as before until such time
as the administrators, with the help of the planners, have reported on alternative means of

4implementing the proposed policy, and the policy-makers have decided which means to adopt in
practice. The notions that plans create policy instead of policy
understanding completely the ways in which policy-makers area fo

s grows as a result of not
to operate in conditions

of-great uncertainty. Figure 2 illustrates the policy-making irocess.

Figure 2. The policy process

(5)
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Policy-making, administration and planning in the, educational enterprise

o
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Policy-makers and clientele interact (1) and some of the needs of the latter are fed into
the organization. The combined activities of administrators, planners and operatives (2, 3;4)
result in these needs being met. The monitoring process ensures that information flaws up (4, 3, 2)
as well as.down tljorganizatien. In addition, the planners study directly (5) the needs of the
clientele in relation to current policy.and offer; (2) syggestions for new, or for changes 11, polity
to the policy-makers throtigh the administrator's. Not infrequently, as a result of the work of
the Planners; the polici-m' akers have inform ation of needs of which the'clientele is, itself; only
'dimly aware andtherfilidlicern-selves-in-the-position-of-adviSing_the clientele as to what they
should be demanding of the organization. Anticipation, persuasion, decision, implementation,
evaluation - these constitute the continuous cycle of processes by means.of which an organization
is able to provide a continually ,improv3ni service to its clientele. The clientele is not usually
one body with a common view of its needs but, more often, consists of a multiplicity, of groups
each with its own Peculiar view of what is required.and of pribrities. It is the difficult task of
the policy- maker, thereafter, to decide "who gets whal and 'when'".

To this point, the discussion has been in general terms, applicable to most organizations.
In the following section, and in the remainder of the paper, the focus is on the educational
enterprise.

Policy- making, administration and planning
in the educational enterprise

Figure 3 is. the general model given in Figure 2 translateq, into a terminology more readily
recognizable as 'educational'.

6
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Figure 3, The policy process in the educational enterprise
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Participatory planning in teduCation
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Here the policy-kuakers are the elected representativedilof the people,1or are appointed by these
representatives or they may be a combiCation of both. There is a political head of the enterprise
- a Minister o: Education, for examine - who can be held accountable for the actions of the
department, including teachers. If these actions are not in keeping with policy, .he.pan lose his
post or his seat, or both. The administrators are shown as line officials, usually appointed for
a career and guaranteed security, who are responsible to the political head for the work of his
department. They ra nge from thesp with direct respbnsibility for policy advice to those whos
functions are executive only. The planners are included in the staff officials though they may be
line officials seconded for special duties. Increasingly, they are specially trained personnel
located in the policy Apartment, perhaps, or in a central planning department, or in the depart-
ment responsible for finance-. There are a number of possibilities. The service, itself, is of
course provided through the sdhools and other educational establishments, where the work is
done by teachers, sometimes With the help of aides of different kinds. The clientele is the
general public, which consists of a number of special publics. Pupils, parents, and a group
called here experts, have been shown. Even these special publics can be further sub-divAded,
for not all pupils or parents have the same expectations of the system, and certainly the experts
have each their own notion of what the system should be pro Niiding and of how it should be dare.
All the members of the organization are themselves members of the general public, and can be
regarded as rather a special special public. In some of their extra.:organizational r8les, as
parents of school-age children, (or example, they learn much about the effectiveness of current
policies froM the point of view of those whom the policies are intended to serve.

In the ideal system, demands flow.in from the general public to the policy-makers (.1) and
these demands are fed int the enterprise as policies to be administered, programmed and acted
on (2,3,4). In practice, the system does not operate like this. The tendency is for policy develop
meats to be generated in the organization itself,' particularly in the administrative part of it (2).
A second source of policy inspiration is to be found in the experts,wi.thin the general public, who
make..knowti_in various ways to pe-administration-(1Y)-and-to.the-Minister.-(13)-what-they7think...of.
what is happening and what they think ought to be happening. Sometimes, experts are called in
by the Minister to provide advice additional to that which he receives from ,his officials, or as a
check,on their advice. The Minister is not normally a specialist in education, and his tenure of
office may be a brief one, and so he may feel himself to be at a disadvantage vis-b.-vis his
officials and in need of an external source of advice which will enable him better to judge the
quality Of officials' advice. This external advice tends to be concerned more with the political

r'acceptability of proposals, but it can be qb:dut policy content.1/ Some of these expert' tind their
way on to official committees of enquiry or government commissions, from whose..deliberations,

tl

1/ Castle, Barbara, Mandarin Power, Sunday Times, London,
10 June 1973.
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Policy-making, administration and planning in the E dqcationc.! enterri:ise

major changes in direction often emerge. Teachers, through their unions, may approach the
Minister or members of the legislative assembly with policy proposals (C) but, more usually,
these approaches are in the form of reactions and objections to policies after they have been
announced. This is a matter to which the analysis will return. In their organizational capacities,
teachers will operate through the normal channels of the inspectorate and the line officials. A
third'source of policy suggestions are the studies conducted by staff specialists into the effective-

,ness of current policy, and intothe emerging needs of the clientele.

From this mass of information, some of it hard datallome of it no more than hunch,
feeling and unsubstantiated opinion, educational policy is evolved. It is,a judicious blend of what
the politician estimates the public 'will stand!, what the administrator considers the system call
handle, and what the different experts advise as being essential. No matter the source of the.
initiative, it is impossible for policy to be implemdnted without the administrator being involved
Ind, thus, e.1-tremely unusual Tor it to be decided without the administrator being asked to judge

roPosals and to recommend to the Minister what he thinks should be done. The skill of the
politician is much used in persuading the public if, indeed, persuasion is. required at all, that
policy arrived at in this way is in its best interests. I

The negligible parts played in this proceSs by teachers and by the consumers of the
service, i.e. the parents and pupils, calls for further detailed consideration. These are the..
data flowing along arrows (1) and (C) in the model in Figure 3. The data coming up the former
arrow is, theoretically at least,' the major,energizing influence of the entire system, and that
coming along arrow (C) should be of great foihtative significance. How the public's wishes
contribute to policy formation is taken up first and requires a brief excursion into the field of
politics. Figure. 4 is a simple model of the functioning of the pblitical system.

The assumption is that in any society there exist what have been called here 'Notions of
the Good Life' together With a range of ideas on how the good life may be'brought within the reach

c.

. of all. These notions cover the values, beliefs, ambitions and hopes of society from the
simplest to the- most highly developed systems of the philo\sophers and thinkers. Around different
orders of these values and different means of giving them practical expression, groupings -)f like-

,
minded peciple form who are prepared to argue that society ought to be managed in accordance

- with their views. These are the origins of the political partiek each of which proceeds to
develop a set of proposals or promises, consistent with its fundamental values and principles,
but colousred, also, by its sense of what the public is rea ly for at that moment in time and by
its estimate of the feasibility of the different proposals. This is what it presents to the voting

*apublic at theappropriate time, and according to how the electorate casts its votes, a party, or
coalition of parties,,. forms the government. It goes,ahead, then, in so far as it can, to put its

1 . .
T:toposals into effect through legislation and regulation. Bectiuse..it has the bucking of the majority
of the electorate, or most seats in the legislative assembly - and these are not necessarily the
sam/ e - its actions are legitimated. Its proposals become legitimated policies for government

. .
action. The process does not stop there. As policies Are implemented, members of the
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Figure 4. Model of the political-system

Notions of the Good Life Range of Means towardsothe Good,Life
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1

legislative assembly keep close watch over reactions to them at the grass-roots level in
their constituencies, and as the policies pass through the legislative process, they are subjected
to the criticism of the members, and even before they reach the assemilly, to critical
evaluation by departmental officials and experts. Independent experts outside the govern-

..
mental institutions, also, sit in judgment them. Within the confines of the party
machinery itself, the search continually g6as on for improved and additional means of moving
society nearer the enjoyment of.the Good Life. The defeated partyor parties, also subject
their proposals to critical analysis with a view to enhancing their public appeal. Missing
from their evaluative machinery are, of course, the government experts and officials.

12
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With somethin(so complex as social policy and planning carried into effect through
government action, it is not surprising that so much has been left to political and other experts.
ir the final analysis; however, what is important is acceptability to a majority of the electorate,
whetherccr not they tinderstand the issues in all their cbmplexity. .Membership.of a legislative

i iassembly s an insecure career at best, and this insecurity.remains the surest guarantee that
the member will remain sensitive to the needs of his constituents. Should he forget the source
of his authority, he may easily lose it altogether. (Although it is uncommon, carefully worked
out Sand cOsted plans can be shelvealknathe grounds that they are politically inexpedient, that is,
tlrartheyare likely to result in a net shift pf voters to another. party. Decisions of this nature on
any particular proposal are for the Minister to make, or if he has some doUbts, for the govern-

\ ment as a whole, but it is a duty of the administrator. to try to ensure that prdposals reaching the
Minister from the department are not politically embarassing. Similarly, he must try to ensure
that the 'Minister dues not impose on the depiittinent pblicies which it is, physically or otherwise,
incapable of.implemenag at the time. 'On the one hand, the admil;istrator risks alienating his
expert planning staff, and on the other, offending his political master. As well, he cannot risk
the accusation. that he is frustrating the will of the people, or pushing beyond what has been legal-.
mated by their vote. If such *an issue arises, it is invariably the planner who has to give way.
The politician, r

too, must exe,rcise judgment of a high iivaiity. He cannot get too far ahead of the
wishes of hig constituents, nor is it his function merely to refle'ct these wishes, Leadership of
public opinion is one of his most important 'duties.

The politico-administrative systera according to this version, is rather a finely tuned
inttrument.geared to public opinion, and ,Vet seething to operate independently of it during periods
between elections. Its most obvious inputs are demands by interest groups of various kinds, many

P

of them quite contradictory, and appeals, reports and criticisms from interested experts and the
media. Its conversion process, in turn, is in the ha..ds of other experts, such as departmental
officials and planners. The general public, in whose name the whole enterprise is conducted,
seems uninvolved except for the casting of a vote every now and again. However, because de-
insane's, no matter their origin, can he got through into the conversion process to emerge eventually

4

as government policy, directives only by being accepted by a political party, and because this
acceptance depends on the measure of public support they are likelyjo generate, it can be argued
that the gearing i.s set by the wishes of the publics Nearer to reality, perhaps, is that the
gearing is set by the politicians' estimate of the public's readiness to_accept,, or-to-be-persuaded
.ato accept,4 developments-incorPorated in the demands.

2/ Foster, C.D., Politics, finance and the role of economics, George
Allen a,nd Unwin, London, 1.971.'
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The political system, of which Figure 4 is a.model, is clearly of the western parlia-
mentarytype. The model can be applied, however, to a political party as a system, for a'party
is really, a coalition of interests. What is accepted as party policy depends on which grouping

ewithin the party is the moreinfluential for the time being. Left-wing, right-wing and centre are
descriptive terms as applicable within a party as they are to the parties themselves. -In one party
democracies, the one party contains within itself simething akin to a government and opposition.
Differences of opinion are reported from such countries sufficiently frequently for this interpre-
tation to have some validity.. It is'worth'noting that politicking against the policy of the one party,
outside the confines of the party itself, tends to betastigated and punished asbeing against the
interests of the people. Legitimation of policy in these systems, too, is by reference to the

---ointerests and will. of the people. Even the charisma of the 'dictator' is very much in the eyes-of
the public, and'as long as he can maintain the reality, or the illusion, thdt he is the embodiment
of the hopes arid wishes of the people his decisions bear the stamp of legitimacy. It would be
naive to believe that in the different 'conditions 'discussed, this means the same. The important
thing is that, in all these conditions, legitimacy for what governments do is sought, or is
expressed, in terms of the public will. The public is not one mass in complete agreement oh
what it, wants hilt is a plurality, or at least a dualitS' of interests, and it is thebexistence of these
differences that keeps alive the possibiliVes of politics, and the possibilities for change.

This brief, and necessarily oversimplified account of the operation of the political sutem,
was undertaken to demonstrate hoWoit is. that the clientele is involved in the policy process. As
well, it makes the equally importmt point that the planner is very much a part of a political pro -
cess.cess. So far, it has left unexplained the small part played by teachers in the creation of policy
"which. largely conditions their working lives and it has said nothing of any part played at all by
the system's special publics = its pupi'm and their parents. Nor has it questioned whether partici-
pation throukh casting a vote every th ree to five years br 'so, is satistuctory. has, both impli-
citly and explicitly, stressed the tremendous power which has accumulated in the hands of the

"administrators over the years as the service has grown in response to the increasingly varied
demands made onit by the public. This power has been a mountingt. `

cause of concern to teachers,
public and politicians, and even to Ministers. Stratagems like the consultative coneftkittee and'the
ombudsman have been suggested-or resorted to, to,attempt 'to 'quiet the concern of teacher and
public respectively. Politiciang have demanded more and better staff and research facilities for
theinselves, and the right to question officials in select committees enquiring into the work of
departments. Ministers have recruited outside help, as has been indicated earlier.s -

Despite all that has been said about the sensitivity of the system to the needs and aspira-
tions of the public, what it operates on is the administrator's interpretation of these needs and

'aspirations. No matter where a demand first makes itself felt on, or in, the system, it is the
administration which colours it, before passing it as advice with recommendations to the policy-
makers. When policy is decided, it is the admirtistratiOn which steers its implementationapd

14
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,,

receives, eventually, reports on its success, or failure. This accretion of power has not been
songht and it would be difficult to demonstrate that it has been abused.. Indeed, education as a
service, 'has a quality about it which seems to impart to its administrators an acute awareness
of their responsibilities to the public. Their power, and it is power rather thanrinfluence because
to a very great extent, they can bend the other parts of the system to their will, has its origins
in the knowledge and information about the system and the service that flow continually and
naturally to them in their position between the policy-makers and the remainder of the .system,
and of course, the clientele. It is extremely difficult for any other members to compete with
them on the basis of therhthore limited knowledge and, fOr outsiders, even expert outsiders, it is
almost impossible. The stratagenis which have so far been adopted to counterbalance this power
have scarcely succeeded in making the slightest impression on it. The administrators doseem to
know best what is good for the service and to use their.knowledge, and the power it gives them,
to promote developments which seem, to them to be best. Planning, with its esoteric skills and
techniques, has, as an adjunct to administration, had the effect of increasing the knowledge'and
strengthening that power vis-a -vis the other parts of the system, and its clientele:

The reactions of teachers and public have been predictable. Teachets have become dis-
satisfied with the limited extension of their influence permitted under a consultative-system and
are demanding real articipation in the policy for, and the planning of, the system. -/ Sections
of the public have be..ome conscious of the system's inability fully to meet their needs as they
see them, themselves, and under the guidance of equally disgruntled experts have setup so-called

4/progressive schools outside the syitem altogeth'eP. A case has been made, and has been finding.
favour among some intellectuals, that society can do without schools of the kind with which it has
been provided. In some areas, the local communities have taken over the schools and have

6endeavoured to develop them into community schools in"the full sense of the term, community./

It is not that the administrators and planners have failed to provide schools and teachers in daft-..
cient qu rity - given the conditions, they. have succeeded remarkably well - but what goes on
inside the has seemed inappropriate to the needs of the pupils and unrelated to.the backgrounds
from which many of them cc le and in which many of them will continue to live after they eave
school. Some pupils have shown their disillusionment by staying away, and of all things 'schoriis
for truants' have been established, again outside the formal system. :7-/ One very large system is

a

-fie, for exam-fireTTeacher-PaThcipation, a pamphlet produced-by the
National Union of Teachers in England, or An Education Commission, a
booklet produced by the Queensland Teachers' Union, Brisbane.

4/ These progressive schdols have appeared in, for example, Brisbane and
Melbourne, in the last few yeare.

5/ Reimer, E., The School is Dead, Penguin Books, Ilarmondsworth,
Middx., England, 1971.

6/ Ornstein°, A.C., Administrative/community Organisation of Metropolitan
Schools, Phi Delta Kappan, June, 1973.

7/ A few of these 'schools' are to be found in London.
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now considering how it can use its resources to help such schools without endangering the rela-..

tionships which have developed between staff and pupils or influencing the nature of the work they8/do.
These movements- on the part of the clientele are, by no means, as yet, widespread. lhe

publicity they have received can be misleading. They have, however, appeared in what have
hitherto been regarded as highly developedsystems with as ess to the best administrative and
planning skills that money can buy. Teacher militancy, has been most noticeably associated
with these same systems and has been accorded, also, more than its due share of publicity, thus
making it seen' a much more universal phenomenon than 'it is. It would be unwise to conclude
under the influence of all the publicity, that the school systems in developed countries are disin-
tegrating and that there is a general crisis of confidence in the ability of administrators and plan-
ners to solve the problems with which they are faced. It would be equally unwise to dismiss these
warning signs altogether and particularly is this true of those responsible for less well developed
systems.

0

The cause of the trouble has been traced here to the immense power bestowed on adminis-
trative and planning personnel as the, enterprise has responded to an entirely new order off ..,
challenges with concepts and methodologies fashioned for less turbulent times. This is undoubtedly
unfair to the many farsighted servants of the system who hive responded in less traditional
ways. It is in the nature of their responSes, 'however, that solutions will be sought. No doubt,
too, there are other equally i,mportant causes of the 'difficulties to be found in society itself, but...

these fall outside tii.e 'power of the educational system to alter directly, or at all, and the analysis
is confined to the mote limited range of possibilities open to the educational enterprise to adopt.
As the planners have been cast here in the role of the forward scouts of the system whose findings;... ,
help significantly tOileter,rnine the route to be followed next, their functions would seem to re-
quire redefinition. As it is in the hands of the line officials that an excess of power has accumu-
lated, their operations merit attention, It would seem appropriate, in other words, to seek. estructural remedies for what haVe been defined.as structural faults.

8/ I.L.B.A. officials have this problem under active consideration. They
acknowledge that the children attending these schools are breaking the

--law-firnotf?ati'ending-the regular at no-cil-S provided for them. They feeefir,--also, that tile irregular schools which they are attending voluntarily
Must be meeting some of their needs. It is doubtful if the schOols could
be recognised as efficient on the usual criteria as they lack many of the
physical requirements demanded. But their task would be easier if they
had access to more funds - this much is obvious to all.

II 6
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Consultation, Participation and Consensus as Components of Planning
Figure 5 on the following page, reflects the analysis which has been made. Regretfully, it
looks rather complicated, but to simplify it further would be to omit basic activities and impor-
tant lines of influence. The figuee consists of the model of the system already given in Figure 3
this time, however, with the pupils shown' separately from the remainder of the .clientele. Sur-
rounding this model is the planning process shown in the normally accepted stages. Each stage is
an activity depicted by an arrow, with.the title of the stage at the tail not the head. The system
is assumed to.be-an ongoing one with the planning process, also, ongoing. Thus,, the model is
entered at the monitoring process, where actual achievements are judged against desired out:
comes. If dissonance is revealed, then the nature of the problem underlying it has to be defined;
and a range of plans with costs and benefits drawn up, and so on through the remaining stages,
till the monitoring activity is reached once more. If them is no dissonance, the programmes
that have teen devised to implement the chosen plan continue to be implemented.

Connecting the different planning. activities to the various levels of the organisation are
dotted lines, some heavy, some light. The heavy ones indicate contributions to the activity which
have importance for its end result, and therefore, for succeeding activities. The light ones show
that some sections orthe system have ideas about the activities but that these ideas carry little
or no weight. The model highlights a number of points. For example, the highly specialised and
technical nature of the activities of the planners is conveyed by the heavy dotted lines going to
such activities as devising a range of plans, devising programmes, and evaluating actual outcomes.
The importance of the line officials comes through clearly, too, in that all the lines emanating
from their position in the organisation are heavy ones. The comparative unimportance of the
general public, parents, teachers and pupils is also illustrated, despite the fact that the last
three are, together, responsible for the final achievements of the system in the form of learning
and changes in behaviour on the part of the pupils. These groups carry out their own monitoring
and have, as a consequence, their own ideas of the strengths and defects. of the system, but
these ideas do not get into the decision-making machinery directly with any momentum of their
own. They go up through the organisation along the normal channels. Figure 5, real in this
way, is a summary of what has already been said.

It is, how eVer, more than this, because the dotted lines can be interpreted also as lines
of involvement in the decisions constituting the activities of the planning process. The heavy
ones, indicate participation in these decisions, the light ones sources of possible contributions,
which are occasionally tapped by means of consultation. The experts in the general population
provide an example. As well, a number of dotted lines, heavy or light, converging on the same
activity indicate where conflicts may emerge because perceptions of what is required may vary,
and therefore, also, where action may be necessary to Obtain some measure of consensus if
deCisions concerning the activity are to be made at all. For example, monitoring outcomes and
defining the problem are activities on which many lines converge. It is possible that for some of
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Consultation, participation and consensus as components of planning

the groups doing the m itoring, there is no dissonance betWeen actual and desired outcomes and,
therefore no problem to be defined. Others may perceive dissonance but define the problem
differently. Then again, if the lines converging on two successive activities do not lead back to
the same origins in the organisation, they point to problems of control, direction and persuasion,
because if a lower level in the system has not contributed to decisions concerning the nature of
its own activities, there may not be forthcoming the degree of application required to execute the
activity efficiently. Here again, some.ineasure of agreement would seem to be preferable to
direction. The one double-headed arrow in the model joins the monitoring process and desired
outcomes, indicating that these outcomes are not only the, source of criteria used in the monitoring
process but are, themselves, subject to review from time to time. And the dotted lines to this
arrow show that all.members of the organisation, as well as its clientele, have ideas on what

these desired outcomes ought to be. The light ones indicate that the ideas of teachers and of the
clientele have little, if any influence on the nature of these objectives.

Two terms have been used for aspects of involvement in the planning process, namely,
consultation and participation. They should be distinguished from each other. Consultation

is a process whereby members and other interested parties are invited to contribute to the deter-
mination of the nature of the decisions but the extent to which their contributions are taken into

account is decided by those initiating the consultation. ,Those consulted, though responsible for

the quality of their advice, are not responsible for the final decision. They do not know for sure
if, or the extent to which, their contributions have coloured the outcome. Consultation is infor-
mal, ad hoc and'recognised as a concession la both sides involved in it. Participation is a pro-
cess of argument, debate and persuasion about a decision, culminating typically in a vote for or

against a particular decision. Those who participate can be held accountable for the decision,
whether they have voted against it or not. Participants know the extent of the influence they have
exercised. Participation normally, requires formal procedures and is written into these proce-
dures as a right rather than a privilege, Both consultation and participation have long been recog-

nised as means for obtaining consensus about action to be taken. Complete agreement to any
specific course of action in such a difficult field as education is probably_too much to be hoped

for, but consultation and participation go-some way, at least, to ensuring acceptance of the
final decision, and to an understanding of the reasons-underlying the decision.

Figure 5 shows where consensus is required'in the planning process and where, therefore,
consultation and participation are appropriate. It shows, for- instance, the different groups,
inside and outside the organisation, who are watching and judging what the system is achieving
and, as a result; coming to their own conclusions *out what is needed. The tendency has been

to dismiss, many of these diagnoses as,being based on an inadequate knowledge not only of the

facts, but also of pra zticable solutions, and because many of them are contradictory authority

figures are not endouraged to pay, much regard to them. Only experts, it is claimed, have all

the relevant data, the manipulative sltills to order that data and the interpretative skills to relate
possible courses to their ranges of likely outcomes. These experts may consult some of the more

1
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Participatory planning in education

knowledgeable groups and are satisfied that the bulk of the remainder are brought into the
deliberative process through the contributions of the policy-makers,. albeit hidirectly, and as
interpreted by-them. Planning, it is claimed, has to be a rational, objective, disinterested.
process involving the careful collection and weighing of facts and has.no place for irrelevancies
such as opinions (sic) based on sectional interests, partial views and inadequate data. Consensus,
if it is important, will be an effect of the plan itself for, so it is thought, reasonable people will
accept it when they note its logic, and come to appreciate that it favours no one section of the
community, but has been devised in the long-term interests of all. People who fail to see these
qualities are almost by definition, unreasonable, selfish - or ignorant - and may, therefore, be

N. logically ignored. They may be none ,of these things but merely perceiving the plan from the
\nly point of view they have, their own, and with no willfulness in mind at all. They have their

own notions of costs and benefits, just as the planner has, his and the rationality claimed for the
planning process 'demands that these other costs and benefits be taken into account as data.

The social context for which the planning is being done is immensely complex., and emo-
tions, feelings andvalues attaching to and deriving from positions in it, and contributing power-

,.fully to perceptions and interpretations of it, are social facts worthy of the most earnest consider-_

ation by anyone-who would intervene in that context, with the intention of changing it. That the
change is claimed to be fii-r the better, does not justify it. Planning, to be fully rational, has to
take these other sets of cost's and benefits into account, and concern itself more with the condi-
tions in which some consensus amongst them becomes possible. That consensusis better built
up in the course of planning itself than left to be achieved after the plan is completed and pub-.
lished. Publication of a plan, even if the claim is made that it is only provisional, means that
there is a strong interest in making as few alterations as possible in it, and yet it draws out
mass of data, usually objections, which ought to have been generated before the plan was com-
pleted. No one sees the effects a plan will have on himself more accurately than the person con-.
cerned, and no one can tell more quickly that the plan is not having,th promised benefits for
himself than the person who had been led to expect them.

A theory of planning, which starts off from a definition in terms of rationality, seems
lead inevitably to the conclusion, that consultation with, and participation by, those to be affected
by the plan, are necessary processes 'in it. When it is planning for education that is the planning
under consideration, such a conclusion seems even more justified. Educational theory has long
stressed-the-importance of having the learner participate-in-his-own-learning,.-in-thesense_of--
having him help determine his own goals, the nature of the experiences that will lead him to these
goals, and the pace at which he will proceed. Practice has lagged behind theory in this as in "

?)
much else in education, but the gap is atlast beginning to narrow. The rationality which is
claimed to underlie the planning process would seem to point to the need for consistency between
ends and means. A planning process which is authoritarian in nature, or which provides for
pseudo- rather for genuine participation, is incompatible with an educational process which
values participation. In educational planning, the stress is on the adjective and not the noun.

20
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Some drawbacks to participation and consultation

The educational potential of planning is realisable through consultation and, even more effica-
ciously, through participation, processes on Which education Is beginning, itself, to depend so
greatly. A writer 9/

on planning has stated recently that, "it is not completely clear how pro-
.

found concepts such as freedom and social justice can be realized through planning." The best
answer would seem to be that they are' effects of involvement in the process of planning itself,
rather the achievements of a plan.

Some Drawbacks to Participation and Consultation

Planners and administrators are reasonable people in the main, working earnestly in the interests
of the system as they see them. Why is it that ccnsultation and participation are not more char-
acteristic of their work? A number of reasons can be suggested. Normally, because of ,the
demands of the political system which they service, planners and administrators are working
under extreme,pressure. Time schedules have to be met and, at lhe same time, they have to
be ready to answer questions which may arise at any time about any part of the system. Partici-
pation and consultation are time-consuming exercises. Most administrators would hold too, that
in their experience, consulting with others has not been very productive. Little additional infor-
mation has come their way as a result of it. It has, therefore, been from their point of view, so
much time wasted. Thia would-be the experience of head teachers as school administrators as
well as of officials as system administrators. T1Mr greater knowledge of how school and system
function, and the greater quantity of information that flows to them, enable them to anticipate the
kind of difficulty others in the system are likely to raise, to provide explanations for them and to
support their own points of view more cogently, Because they have the broader view, they can
often show, for example, that acceptance of a suggestion made by one sectional interest will
cause difficulties for other sectional interests not present at the discussion. Not infrequently,
those consulted seem, in their own eyes, to be less, well prepared for the discussions than those
consulting them - a result of the lack ortime the forme6have had to prepare their advice, of the
inadequacj of their data base compared with that of those consulting them, and of their more
limited vieKof the organisation. Lack of time for preparation of advice is important. Advice of
quality Cannot be given on the basis of experience alone. That experience has to be examined.and
the consequences of advice thought through. This is not a nolmal part of the task of teachers,
say, and time has to be fOund for it. That time has to come out of that usually allocated to
other4ursuits leisure,_co'rteciion_and so on.

Participation has also been shown to have its drawbacks. From the,point of view of the
o .

administrators, it has seemed to strike at the roots of their responsibilities for running the
system and to require sharing their power with others who dO" not have those,

9/ McKinnon, K. R., Reali tic Educational Planning, Fundamentals of
Educational Planning SerieaoiNo. 20, IIEP, Paris, 1973.
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a

responsibilities. 1-2/
Because organizations in\which participation has been tried have tended to

be large ones, only representatives of other sections, and of the clientele, can realistically be
involved in final decisions. These representatives, as a result of their experiences in the parti-
cipatory process, seem to become different from those whom they represent. For example, they
have to accept responsibility for a decision which may not be acceptable to all those whom they
represent and they are often placed in the position of defending that decision before their elec-
torate. They seem, then, to identify more with the decision than with the interests of their
electors. In seeking to defend the decision, they may use information which was not available
to their'electors, that is, they make themselves sound like the administrators, and more easily
develop the broader view associated with them, based, of course, on the greater amount. of
informatioP that begins to come their way because they are part of the organization's decision-

,making machinery. Those who are.represerited may feel, too, that this fact prevents them from
opposing the decisions arrWed at in the way they might have done, had they not been represented.
They feel, paradoxically, that their freedom has been restricted by participation. Experience
with the participatory system.may lead them to regret the passing of the adversary one it has.
replaced, and to feel, perhaps, that participation is a more effective means of manipulating them
into accepting the administrator's view.

A major cause of such failures is to be traced to the lack of equality of access to relevant
information. Participation cannot be expected to work if some of the participants have more
information than others. Another cause is failure to understand that this information will be
interpreted differently, by personnel, from different parts of the system and that it is these
differences in interpretation that the true participatory system is designed to handle in the sense
of producing the greatest degree of overlap amongst them. 4Participatory systems evolved with
the purpose of getting members from the different sections of the organization to adopt the same
view, will end by destroying the variety which should be their strength. The purpose of partici-
pation should be to bring these natural differences to the surf,ace and find, by argument and

°-debate, the greatest degree to which they can be reconciled, in the interests of reachinia deci-
sion most will feel able to accept. The information participants need includes the likely effects
decisions may have on different parts of the organization, and on its clientele. To divert the sys-.

tem to training out these differences of 'view is to undermine it: representatives will, then,
deserve the accusations made against then? that they have been manipulated, that they have become
different, that they have succumbed to the blandishments of the administrators. A participatory
system must start from the acceptance of the legitimacy of differences in perception of what is
going on now and of what is projected for the future. It must face frankly, in other words, the
fact that, because the seat of these differences is in the complex of differing expectations sur-
r1unding members occupying different areas of organisational space, they are valid, and to some

10/ Macbeath, I., Perspectives on Participation: Where the Conflicts
Lie The Times; Londop, 1 October 19'73.
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extent unavoidable. The extent to which they are unavoidable is a function of the effectiveness of
the information processes in the organization and it is becausemuCh of the power of the admin-
istrator and planner derivves from their control of these processes, that they are reluctant to
open them up fully to others. Their reluctance, too, is explicable in terms of the expectations
operating on them in their area of organisational space, that is, their responsibilities for the
efficiency of the organization as a whole. If things go wrong, they are held accountable and, what
is mor., feel themselves to be at fault' fcr allowing the defect to develop and manifest itself. They
prefer, then, to keep hold of as much information as is necessary for them to control the organ-
z ation. A consultative system does just this, and this explains, perhaps, its greater attraction
for them. A participatory. system, to be a success, depends on the administrator's being
prepared to share the information on which his power is based.

To administrative reluctance to accept, participation, has to be added political reluctance,
which is equally well-founded given present circumstances. The national government's responsi-
bility for giving legislative effect to the programme on which it was elected cannot be impeded
by a decision-making structure specially designed for education, as can happen if that structure

11has a different political comc3
lexion from the government's. 1 Governmental responsibility, for

A

allocating resources amongst the competing claims of different services, of which education is
'only one, means that the size of the educational purse if politically determined. Education cannot
generate funds of its own, sufficient for its purposes, by charging for the services it renders and
remains hugely dependent on public money. A decision-making structure for education which

4

does not finance itself has little real autonomy and is captive within the political sphere. Educa-
)'tion, too, tends not to be a major issue in the sense that it makes and unmakes governments, so

the importance the parties attach to it is not great and the priority they accord legislation concern-
ing it, is not high. Governments are not likely willingly to set in train arrangements which will
strengthen pressures they presently regard as weak. If they kreated a participative structure
for educational decision-making these pressures would undoubtedly be channelled into it and
could no longer hthignored to the same extent, because they would have been legitimised by being
introduced through a government cIreated agency.

i'fiose who would advocate participatory systems within which educational planning would
be prosecuted, must recognise the powerful forces which will tend to oppose them and those who
would construct such systems must pay heed to the weaknesses that have been exposed in those
that have been tried in industry and in other fields of activity. Certain strengths have been
revealed as well. Participation ha's strengthened morale 9nd has build up commitment to the

12goals and plans of the organisation./ Personal relationships have improved between people at

11/ This was the heart of'the case put forward by the Minister of
Education, Queensland, in 1970, against the Queensland Teachers'
Union's proposals for an Education Commission. See footnote 3.

12/ Author's experience in operating a participatory planning system for-r-
the development of technical education in Fife, Scotland during the
earlier half of the 19601s and for the development of Kedron Park
Teachers' C011ege, Brigbane, in 1972-1073.
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1

different levels of the organisation. Experience of successful consultation has led authority
c.

. - .
figures to concede some of their power and to move to a limited participatory system. In educa-

rtion, for example, this has taken the form of involving teachers in decisions about the curricu-13 .

lum,-/
and pupils in decisions about extra-curricular dctivities.-14/

Where this has been judged
.4

to be successful, the range of decisions in 'which teachers have been involved has.been extended. . 15until they have become members of the education au thorities themselves, / contributing to all
..

their decisions, and pupils, in their turn, have been made members of school governing16boards./ Exurience of unsuccessful consultation has led those who have felt that the,value of
their advice has been discounted, to pz\ss for participation as of right.17/

Indeed, the process of involvement, once s'tarte'd, seems to develop a momentum of its
own and move inevitably by stages to full participation. It is an educational experience for all
involved in it and, if the result is not the voluntary sharing of power by those who have always
had it with th se who have not, then it is brought about by militant action on the part of the
latter.1!/- Th progress ion from stage to stage, or the demand that this should happen, is
helped along by the education system itself. As the edUcational levels of organizational members
have been raised, so their desire has grown fol a bigger and bigger say in the decisions affecting
their lives. This appears to be equally true of the community at large and explains some of the-.
dissatit`factien\being expressed with a democratic system which allows them to vote only

13/ Educational reform introduced in Queensland at the beginning of the
1970's under which the examinations at the end of the secondary stage
were altered from externally set and marked to internally set and
assessed, with a system of State-wide moderation to ensure compara-bility.. Subject Advisory Committees, consisting mainly of teachers,
recommended course content, but schools were free, if they wished to
develop their own.

14/ General practice in schools in for example, the United Kingdom and
the United States of America, for some years.

15/ The Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1964, made it possible for
teachers to be co- opted to the Education Committees Which employedthem. Not all authorities, however, brought teachers into suchmembership.

16/ Several local education authorities in England have altered the articles
of government applying to their schools to include pupil governors
elected by the body of pupils attending the schools.

17/ Scottish teachers pressed for this right during the early 1960's when
the government of the day seemed to be threatening to dilute the pro-
fession by introducing a three-yea diploma course,for 'men, the
successful completion of which would have qualified.pien to teach in
primary schools. Teacher prdtest persuaded the government to set up
several working groups to examine a wide range of teacher grievances.
The work of one of these groups resulted in the setting up of the General
Teaching Council which gave teachers control over their own profes-
sion with the Secretary of State having some reserve powers to safe-
guard the public interest.

18/ Stenberg, C. W.., Citizens and the Administrative State: from
Participation to Power, Public Administrative Review, XXXII, 3',
May/June 1972'.
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"ma

infrequently and at long intervals apart. 19/
Education, too, is one of the areas

.

ordinary pp.ple feel they can contribute more than they are presently permitted
reluctance of educational policy-makers, administrators and planners to accept

in which
20to do./ The

the inevitability
of this development, despite the fact that it results largely from the excellence of their own
work, has b6qrthe main stumbling block.

A Participative Structure for Discussion
A structure which has possibilities for development into one answering most of the points raised
in the analysis, is offered in Figure 6.

Figure 6. A Participative Structure for Educational Policy, Administration
and Planning
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19/ Crowther-Hunt, Lord and Peacock, A., Minority of The Royal
Commission on the British Constitution, H. M, 5.'0., London, 1973.

20/ Ibid.
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Participatory planning in education

The model starts from the school, each of which has a governing board comprised of elected
representatives of teachers,' parents atyl pupils to which-municipalities and district councils,

21whichever is appropriate, appoints additional members./ The board, at this stage, co-opts 1'
representatives from other interesteo groups, such as a member of staff from a local university.
The different catego'ries of members of all the, governing boards in a region can now be regarded

22as forming different electorates,/ each one of which proceeds to elect one of its members to sa
regional education authority.. The elected regional assembly, if there is one, then appoints mem-

.bers to this authority, and electedland appointed members then co-opt a member of staff from
the teacher - training institution serving the region. If there are more than one of these institutions,
then their staffs can be invited to elect one of themselves for the authority to co-opt., The mem-.,

bers of the regional authoritikcan now be seen as forming constituencies for the election of the
membership of the national education authority] to whose numbers the itational elected assembly
would appoint some of its own members. Thus constituted, the national education authority co-opts
additional members from national bodies which have an interest in education. Each stage of this
structureqs interlocked with every other one through its membership and the educational community
general public andspec ial publics are brought in by election, appointment or co-optation.
Meetings of these different bodies would, ,as a general rule, be open to the public and the press
but some matters like'the appointment and promotion of staff might be better conducted in private.

The Minister would refer policy matters to the national education authority for advice on
how the policies might be effected and'on their possible consequences. In his annual report to the
national assembly, the Minister would have to recount the matters which had been so referred, the

23advice received and offer an explanation for any departures from that advice. / Planning would
be a matter for consultation between Minister and national authority. He would be the custodian. .

of what the public had indicated,:they wanted but, within this, the national education authority

21/ This is derived from current practice in some local,education
authorities in England. See footnote 16.

22/ This is based on the practice in Scotland for the election of teachers
to the Governing Boards of Colleges of Education. In each region,-1
the primary school" eachers form a constituency for the election of
one of their members, secondary schoolleachersform another
constituency, primary school head teachers another and so on. The
actual elections are arranged and conducted by the Colleges.

23/ The Secretary of State for Scotland must act-count in this way for his
actions on the advice given him by the General Teaching Council. See
footnote 17. The advice, in this instance, refers to such matters as the
supply, qualifications and training, and recognition of teachers for
purposes of registration.
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A participative structure for !discussion`

o '

would look to the priorities and the means and would advise accordingly. Planning would, in
practice start there because overall, guiding principles would emerge from this consultation.
Each school board would be responsible, ,Within this framework, for planning its own future and
indiclating its own priorities based ton its assessment of local conditions and needs. 'lite24/

e modifications

Regional.

es as regional

uld take its
duced by other government services. At this stage, too, the method

regional authorities would combine these school plans into a regional one and, whe
were judged to be necessary, "would, discuss them with the school board concerned
plans would be combined into a national plan using the same consultative proced
authority and school bc; rd. At national assembly level the educational plan vv

place along with plans pr
by which adjustthents w made would be consultation, leaving the final decision about where,
say, La cut had tR.be made; to the originators of the plan. 25/

A national education authority created in this way,would be} an extremely influential body,
whose advice the Minister would have to have very good rea'sons for rejecting. Regional author-.
ides,' thus constituted, would also carry much weight, drawn as they would be, from people
knowledgeable about what was happening at the grass2roots of the system. The rights of the
government are preserved by first making the structure a source of advice for the Minister and
second, the vehicle for deriving and implementing plans. Freedom for the individual schuul
and teacher, within the liThits of the resources allocated, would be assured by givinga significant
proportion of the funds needed to the school for spending on the implementation of its ownplan. 26/

The government and the national education authority would be concerned with devising and stipu-
lating minimum standards and regional authorities and school governing boards with attaining or
exceeding these.-27/

No planning decisions would be taken till they had been discussed with those
Vic) were to be affected by them and any representations they made, taken into account.

24/ The I. L. E. A. 's 'Alternative Use of Resources Scheme' operates on
such a principle, although at this stage in the scheme's development
the plans are produced by head teachers and, staff and reported only
to the school governing board. '

25/ This method of deriving a national plan froth regional and local plans
is 'a development of the system used in France for its Sixth Plan, and
of that recommended by the Interim Committee for the Australian
Schools' Commission as the way in which the Commission might
operate in the future.

26/ The suggestion here is not a new one, by any means. Scottish
schools, for example, have operated in this way for many years. See
also footnote 24'regarding the I. L. E. A.

27/ This is the division of responsibility between central and local
government in the eduuatiuual fiat i.

27 .
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C

Insisting that meetings be open to the public and the press, as the national assembly is,
would go some way towards keeping-the public informed of what was being done in its name and
of ensuring accountability. There are few better Ways of getting responsible contributions to
debate, and.carefully thought opt advice from officials, than by having the press present. The
different publics would also be kept informed through regular reports by..their representatives,

18 /.and such reporting would be a necessary part of their duties. This accounting would
arise anyway as they sought re-election but this kind of reporting is often too late and is certainly
too infrequent. A ready made consultative machinery would be immediately available for the
Minister's use or for use by the Chairmen of regional authorities, in that way, all the parent

29members of school governing boards,/ or any of the other categories of-members, could be
called together to get a reaction to a proposal that was of special concern to them. This would
be supplementary to the normal discUseions that would go on between the Minister, say, and the
teachers' organizations.

Much-Of the work of the planner would continue to be the highly technical function of
collecting, analysing and interpreting data but the results would now be fed to the level of the
structure concerned - board,' regional or national authority. The planner would be more involved
in creating the conditions in which those affected by the plans and having the responsibility to
carry them out, could plan effectively themselves. Plans produced in this way, 'from hard data
skillfully assembled by experts and interpreted by those who know local conditions in the con-
text of national guidelines, would be more easily incorporated into a national plan. Educational
planning wouldshave begun to be educational.

Little has been }aid about the detailed responsibilities of the different levels in the
structure. It is not Proposed to enter this field because there are no doubt many ways. in
which the different tasks could be allocated and much would depend on local conditions. However,
the principle underlying the allocation must be to give as much responsibility as possible to the
lowest level in the structure: The question to be asked is - is there any good reason why a
school governing boa"rd could-not make this or that category of decision. Justification has to
be produced for taking a decision higher up the structure. Nothing has been said about the num-
bers from any 'interest' to be represented at each stage - this again would be the subject for
experiment - but the guiding principle recommended is that no interest should have a majority
over the'other interests, so that debate and discussion would be iorced on them all if they
wished to carry their point. Reconciliation of different points of view through argument and
discussion is the objective, and not thrOugh weight of numbers.

28/ Parent governors In some London schools e. g. Haverstock School,
have accepted this as a necessary part of their duties.

29/ I.L.E.A. officials have already used the parent governors of their
schools as a consultative body in the way suggested here.

6
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A participative structure for discussion

There is, of course, another level in the structure about which little has been said. It
is the most important level of all - the classroom, where the real work of the system goes-on.
The intention behind this entire exercise is to develop an administrative-planning structure
which, through its concern for involvement and responsibility and its sensitivity to the,needs of
those whofn it is supposed to serve, will improve the chances that the teaching/learning situation
will be characterised by these same qualities. By insisting, for example, that the schools are
allocated cash to spend'and do not have it spent on their behalf be some other part 9f the system,
the chances are increased that head teachers will involve their teachers in the actual spending

30
decisions. 30/ Having to account for the expenditure of public money is a sound way of forcing
had teachers, if they have not already been convinced, to think in terms of - lightening their burden
of responsibility by sharing it with their teacher colleagues. This means, in turn, that teachers-

.

have got to know what they want and to have thought about their reasons for wanting it. There is
a strong tendency for teachers who are involved in a participatory process of this kind, to adopt3-rsimilar practices with their pupils. /

A politico-administrative-planning system is only au good as the people who man it. It

can be devised in such a way that it is easier for the people in it to behave in accordance with the
32values underlying it, than in other ways that are open to them. Recent happenings/ in the

Wilted States of America and in the United.Kingdom, involving both elected members and officials,
illustrates that even the most complex system of checks and balances developed out of the exper -
ience of centuries can be thwarted if the will i_s lacking on the part of those with responsibilities
in the structure, to make it, work. These events illustrate, also, the importanc% of the press and
the public playing their part, that is the importance of public scrutiny and public 'concern.33/

30/ The I. L. E.A. 'A. U. R.' scheme has already had this effect.
See footnote 24.

31/ Research on the Organisational Development of schools undertaken
by Professor P. ,Runkel and others at the Centre for the
Advanced StudrorEducational Administration, University of
Oregon points strongly Co this desirable outcome. -

32/ ThP affairs alluded to here have become known as the
Watergate Affair (U. S.A. ) -and the Poulson Affair (U.K.).

33/ The Washington Post is credited with having investigated and
reported the circumstancea.surrounding the 'break-in' at the
Democratic Party's headquarters in the Watergate 134ilding
with such care and in such detail that the Federal Legal Depart-
ment could no longer ignore it. Similarly, the publicity given
thp rPlAtionOirci betwoen the archit.cif, John Pc.,lson, and a
high government servant in Scotland, and with local elected
councillors in the north of England led to the Prime Minister
setting up a committee to report on the need for a code of
conduct for elected members and officials, and to make
recommendations as to its contents, if the need for it was
thought to be great.
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Participatory planning in education

AgatheticallyilPnving'things to thd experts is no answer. It seems appropriate to look to partici-,pation in educational planning" and policy as a means of fpstering an informed concern which
might spill over into the wider rpnge of social policy and. planning. Education, it has to be
remembered is a relatively slow, cumulative process and if the educational potential inherent
in the participatory planning of education is only slowly realloed, this is in its very nature.
Speedy results are unlikely. The answer,- however, is not to abandon it but to subject it to
evaluation and monitoring as would be done with the planned implementation of any other policy.

J
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OCCASIONAL PAPER No. 36 examines the separation of planning
activities from administration andianalyses the interrelationships
between planning and policy-making within the educational
enterprise., The paper investigates in some detail the relationships
between organizational levels and the stages of planning and shows
where consensus is required in the planning process and where
consultation and participation are appropriate. The author puts
forward some suggestions as to why consultation and participation
are not more characteristic in theWork of planners and he proposes
a model structure for educational policy, administration and
planning.
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